Air Tanzania becomes first African-based A220 operator
@AirTanzania @Airbus #A220 #FlyAirTanzania
Mirabel, Quebec, 21 December 2018 – Air Tanzania as become the first African carrier to take
delivery of the Airbus A220 aircraft, the newest addition to the Airbus family of commercial aircraft. Air
Tanzania (The Wings of the Kilimanjaro) also becomes the latest member of Airbus aircraft operators.
Representatives from the airline as well as officials from the United Republic of Tanzania Government
alongside executives from the A220 program celebrated the aircraft handover at the A220 Mirabel
assembly line.
“The A220 unrivalled passenger comfort combined with its remarkable performance and economics
will be an excellent asset to further develop Air Tanzania’s network,” said Tito Kasambala, Acting
CEO, Tanzanian Government Flight Agency (TGFA).
The A220 will allow Air Tanzania to further develop its domestic and regional market as well as open
new routes to India and the Middle East from its home base Dar es Salaam.
“With the addition of the A220 in our fleet we are confident that we will expand our footprint in the
growing African markets and beyond, as we unlock additional routes and regain our position as a key
player in the African air transport market,” added Ladislaus Matindi, Managing Director & CEO, Air
Tanzania Company Limited.
Air Tanzania becomes the fifth airline globally with an A220 family aircraft.
“After Europe, Asia and America, we are proud to see the A220 fly now also on the African continent
and in Air Tanzania’s livery. With over 240 Airbus aircraft flying in Africa and a large network of flight
service offices in the region, we are ready to contribute to the airline’s success,” said Philippe
Balducchi, CEO of the A220 partnership.
The A220 is the only aircraft purpose built for the 100-150 seat market, it delivers unbeatable fuel
efficiency and true widebody comfort in a single aisle aircraft. The A220 brings together state-of-theart aerodynamics, advanced materials and Pratt & Whitney’s latest-generation PW1500G geared
turbofan engines to offer at least 20 percent lower fuel burn per seat compared to previous generation
aircraft. With a range of up to 3,200 nm (5020 km), the A220 offers the performance of larger single
aisle aircraft.
With an order book of over 400 aircraft to date, the A220 has all the credentials to win the lion’s share
of the 100- to 150-seat aircraft market estimated to represent at least 7,000 aircraft over the next 20
years.

***
About Airbus
Airbus is a global leader in aeronautics, space and related services. In 2017 it generated revenues of € 59 billion
restated for IFRS 15 and employed a workforce of around 129,000. Airbus offers the most comprehensive range
of passenger airliners from 100 to more than 600 seats. Airbus is also a European leader providing tanker,
combat, transport and mission aircraft, as well as one of the world’s leading space companies. In helicopters,
Airbus provides the most efficient civil and military rotorcraft solutions worldwide.
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